Data Citation Implementation Pilot (DCIP) Executive Committee Meeting, October 16, 2015

Attendees: Tim Clark (chair), Jeffrey Grethe, Carole Goble, Stephanie Hagstrom, Maryann Martone, Jo McEntyre, Joan Starr
Regrets: Simon Hodson

<Recording started half way through the meeting>

1. Goals of the Project
   - Pilot project needs to define its scope – we want to induce authors through the leverage of publishers to deposit, robustly archive, and cite their data
   - We will help establish benchmark implementation with groups that are financially and organizationally ready
     - Focus on archiving and citing primary research data
   - We will also work with Simon Hodson and Christine Borgman who are running international workshops on data citation with CODATA
     - Focused on large, stakeholder organizations
     - North American workshop is coming up in March
     - DataCite is also organizing a pilot to extend the Making Data Count work that PLOS and CDL engaged in – will measure data citation impact
   - The pilot project will also publish peer-reviewed articles and a final report

2. Personal Introductions

3. Funding Relationships and Reporting Requirements

4. Organization and Operations
   - Executive Committee
     - Chairs: Maryann Martone and Tim Clark
     - Members: Carole Goble, Jeffrey Grethe, Jo McEntyre, Joan Starr, Simon Hodson
   - We have a first draft of agreed group participants (invitation list)
     - Tim spoke to the CEO of IOS Press in Amsterdam who agreed to participate
     - We have a participation gap in special purpose repositories
       - PDB is participating but we need a couple more for this use case
       - It would be good to have requirements or expectations for participation agreement
         - What we want from the repositories is outlined in data citation paper (https://peerj.com/articles/cs-1/)
           - We want the special purpose repositories on the path to implementing our guidelines (e.g., identifier resolves to a landing page)
- We need to carefully choose which repositories to pursue and explain why they should respond to our recommendations
  - We could include degrees of engagement (i.e., bronze, gold, etc. levels)
  - We also want to understand what difficulties/roadblocks the repositories have with implementation
- We should invite Henning Hermjakob as a group member
  - Some participants (including Henning) and use cases proposed at the Heathrow Workshop are critical to incorporate on this pilot
  - Jo offered to recruit members from PDBe as well
- DCIP invitation list: https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1npcxfRXMOEHJ1RO5KB14GOvNmyiDApMK-pP7irDSmKM/edit?usp=sharing
- We included funding for workshops based on our RRID project to involve feedback from repositories, publishers, and authors

5. Next Steps
- We should schedule another call to discuss actions, possibly schedule weekly meetings
  - **Action:** schedule recurring meetings on Wednesdays at 8:00 am Pacific Time
- **Action:** Stephanie will share the DCIP budget with the Exec. Committee
  - Overall goal of the original proposal was to conduct a pilot project involving actual work with journals who were willing to implement a system of data citation
    - Project proposal and budget are located in DCIP’s Google Drive Administration folder: https://drive.google.com/folderview?id=0B-3fjDTO3dDaEUFy2bUsySGJWVmc&usp=sharing&tid=0B-3fjDTO3dDaQnU2RWZlUkFQZ1U#grid

See additional meeting notes here:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Plb9DheFEifLcbvnFGgYiRDK6iNf9iQfddf2eQ/edit?usp=sharing